Research Plan in Doctoral Program (Draft)

1. Name: (Surname) (Name) (Middle Name)

2. Research Title: The study on (Research Title)

3. Specific Aims and Background
   (Describe the necessity, significance, and preliminary studies of your envisaged study and further describe the specific aims and background in this study within 500 words.)

4. Relationship with SDM programs
   (Describe the relationships of your research program with the concept, education and research conducted in the SDM programs within up to 150 words.)

5. Research Contents and Items
   (Describe the contents of your study intelligibly and pragmatically within 800 words. If possible, initially write down the resume of your study, and followed by, the major itemized contents)

   Example) This research aims at (Research Aims), the research plan consists of (Research Plan). Followings are itemized concrete research contents with respect to (Research Contents).

   5.1 An investigation of (Investigation)
       (Investigation Details)

   5.2 A field survey of (Field Survey)
       (Field Survey Details)

6. Expected Results
   (You should describe the expected outputs applying to social systems, technical systems, or academic contribution within 400 words)

7. Special Request and Conditions
   (If applicable, describe the special requests and condition, for examples external collaborations, research resources (facilities, expenses, human resource etc.) If you are company employee or a member of any organizations, please describe the relationship with your study)